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            Discover the latest news and features about our research, our people and our University.
            

Our statement on the Israel-Gaza/Palestine crisis


The conflict in Israel and Gaza is a humanitarian catastrophe for the people of the region, and its impacts are ricocheting around the world.



See the statements the University has made to the media and to students and staff.
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University of Sussex to offer degree apprenticeships to local employers
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Universities of Sussex and Bristol launch £24m doctoral training centre to develop future leaders in quantum tech








Unlocking our potential

Discover research that's driving progress for our planet and its people, built on a belief that any challenge is only #ImpossibleUntilDone.
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                    University starts ambitious campus development with ceremonial ground breaking event

            27 March 2024

            Special guests joined Vice-Chancellor Prof Sasha Roseneil to break new ground at the unveiling of the University's newest development site.                            
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                    Boys on film: how our education partnership is opening up art and university for young people in the region

            26 March 2024

            Towner Eastbourne held a special screening for students from Peacehaven Community School to celebrate completing a series of workshops with Sussex.                            
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                    Artificial Intelligence and Adaptive Systems MSc student receives double award in annual Startup Sussex competition

            27 March 2024

            Startup Sussex 2024 saw the first ever live pitches and awards ceremony                            
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                    Professor Rosie Cox appointed as Executive Dean of the new Faculty of Social Sciences

            27 March 2024

            The University of Sussex has appointed Professor Rosie Cox as Executive Dean of the new Faculty of Social Sciences from 1 August 2024                            
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                    ‘Out of this world’: University of Sussex researchers team up with NASA

            21 March 2024

            The University of Sussex is aiming for the stars once again as Sussex scientists secure major grant to lead UK research effort on a NASA space mission                            
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                    New research finds humility trumps arrogance in leadership success

            19 March 2024

            New Sussex-led study suggests that staying humble is the way to get ahead in business                              
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Explore our blogs and podcasts

From Brexit to student life -  see what we're blogging about and listen to our podcasts.

Find out more...
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press@sussex.ac.uk
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